Business 
I. INTRODUCTION
Business economics is concerned with economic issues and problems related to business organization, management, and strategy. Issues and problems include: an explanation of whycorporate firms emerge and exist; why they expand: horizontally, vertically and specially; the role of entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship; the significance of organizational structure; the relationship of firms with the employees, the providers of capital, the customers, the government; the interactions between firms and the business environment.
Industrial organization focuses on understanding and evaluating the behavior of businesses, the markets that they participate in, and the interaction between the two. The goal is to increase the internal efficiency of the business so it is poised to compete more effectively in the marketplace. This is managed by not only refining the structure and operating processes of the business, but also adapting them so they can more effectively address what is happening within the wider market.
The two decades from the early 1970"s until the late 1980"s has been themost flourishing period of theoretical development in industrial organization. Themain methodological difference with respect to the SCP paradigm is that gametheoreticalmodels are rather specific and their predictions about equilibrium behavioroften not robust to minor changes in the set of underlying assumptions. During 1980-90 game theory took center stage with emphasis on strategic decisionmaking and Nash equilibrium concept. After 1990, empirical industrial organization with the use of economic theory and econometrics led to complex empirical modeling of technological changes, merger analysis, entry-exit and identification of market power.
The Market structure consists of the relatively stable features of the market environment that influence rivalry among the buyers and sellers operating within this market. The main elements that influence market ISSN: 2393 -9125 www.internationaljournalssrg.org Page 24 structure are, seller concentration, product differentiation, barriers to entry, barriers to exit, buyer concentration, and the growth rate of market demand. Other elements of market structure exist, but they are usually unstable and therefore ignored either because they can"t be measured or because they are hard to observe.
Uttara Kannada with a total population of 1,437,169 holds the 20th position in terms of total population in the State. The district holds the 19th rank in terms of rural population and 16th in terms of urban population. Uttara Kannada district accounts for 2.4 percent of the total population of the State. The decadal growth rate of 6.2 percent, it ranks 22nd in the State in terms of decadal growth rate. The district with a Sex ratio of 979 holds 18th rank in the State. The district with a Sex ratio of 955 among the child population in the age-group 0-6 holds the rank of 12th in the State. The proportion of child population, (0-6 age-group) is 10.5 percent in the district and ranks 19th in the State. The district has a literacy rate of 84.1 percent and is placed at 4th rank in the State. The male literacy rate in the district is 89.6 percent and the female literacy rate is 78.4 percent. The male -female literacy gap in the district is 11.2 percentage points, which is less than the male -female literacy gap registered by the State (14.39 percentage points). The Scheduled Caste population contributes 8.1 percent to the total population of the district and the Scheduled Tribe population contributes 2.4 percent.
The district has registered a work participation of 42.3 percent and stands at 28th rank in the State. The work participation rates for Male and Female population are 59.3 and 25.0 respectively in the district. Among the total workers in the district 81.9 percent are Main workers and 18.1 percent are Marginal workers. Major work force of 61.0 percent is engaged in other workers category and the district holds 5th rank in the State. Agricultural sector constitute 37.4 percent of the total workers i.e., Cultivators (18.3 percent) and Agricultural Labourers (19.1 percent) and 1.6 percent of the total workers are engaged in Household Industry. About 57.7 percent of the total population in the district is Nonworkers. Uttara Kannada district with area figure of 10277 Sq.Km stands at 5th Position in the State in terms of area. The population density for this district is 140 and it is the third least dense district in the State. There are 1289 villages, 11 Statutory Towns and 7 Census Towns in the district.
II. MEANING
The term "business economics" is used in a variety of ways. Sometimes it is used as synonymously with industrial, managerial economics, and economics for business. Still, there may be substantial differences in the economics/industrial organization usage of "economics for business" and "managerial economics" with the latter used more narrowly. One view of the distinctions between these would be that business economics is wider in its scope than industrial economics in that it would be concerned not only with "industry" but also businesses in the service sector. Economics for business looks at the major principles of economics but focuses on applying these economic principles to the real world of business.Managerial economics is the application of economic methods in the managerial decision-making process.
In Economics, Industrial organization or Industrial economy is a field that builds on the theory of the firm by examining the structure of (and, therefore, the boundaries between) firms and markets. Industrial organization adds real-world complications to the perfectly competitivemodel, complications such as transaction costs, limited information, and barriers to entry of new firms that may be associated with imperfect competition. It analyzes determinants of firm and market organization and behavior as between competitionand monopoly,including from government actions. businesses contribute to welfare of society rather than on the welfare of an individual or a business. This is done via an examination of the relationship between ownership, control and firm objectives; theories of the growth of the firm; the behavioral theory of the firm; theories of entrepreneurship; the factors that influence the structure, conduct and performance of business at the industry level.
"Industrial organization is concernedwith the workings of markets andindustries, in particular the way firmscompete with each other."Luis Cabral (2000) "Industrial organization or industrialeconomics is the study of theoperation and performance ofimperfectly competitive markets andthe behavior of firms in thesemarkets."Church & Ware (2000) Early ideas for Industrial Organization are developed bySchumpeter (1958) ."Cournot (1838)was the first in proposing a solution concept to determine market prices underoligopolistic interaction. By means of an example of two producers of mineralwater deciding production levels and competing independently, Cournot proposesthat the price arising in the market will be determined by the interplay of aggregatesupply and demand. Also, such a price will be an equilibrium price whenevery producer"s production decision maximizes its profits conditional on the expectationover the production of the rival. It is worth noting that this equilibriuminvolves a price above the marginal cost of production. This concept of equilibrium is precisely what Nash (1950) proposed as solution of a non-cooperative game when we consider quantities as strategic variables."
Next, Cournot tacklesthe case of complementary products. Interestingly enough he assumed in this casethat producers would choose prices and applied the same solution concept, namelya Nash equilibrium with prices as strategic variables. In this case, the equilibriumprice is larger than the monopoly price.
Cournot"s contribution was either ignored or unknown for 45 years until Bertrand(1883) published his critical review where he claims the obvious choicefor oligopolists competing in a homogeneous product market such as the proposedby Cournot would be to collude, given that the relevant strategic variables must beprices rather than quantities. In particular, in Cournot"s example, the equilibriumprice will equal marginal cost, i.e. the competitive solution.
The criticism of the Cournot model continued withMarshall (1920) and Edgeworth(1897). Marshall thought that under increasing returns, monopoly was theonly solution; Edgeworth"s main idea was that in Cournot"s set up the equilibriumis indeterminate regardless of products being substitutes orcomplements. Forsubstitute goods with capacity constraints (Edgeworth (1897)) or with quadratic cost (Edgeworth (1922)) he concludes that prices would oscillate cycling indefinitely. For complementary products the indetermination of the equilibrium is "atleast very probable" (Vives (1999)).
From that point Cournot"s model served as a departure point to other analysis.Hotelling (1929), Chamberlin (1933) , and Robinson (1933) introduced productdifferentiation. Hotelling"s segment model introduces different preferencesin consumers and provides the foundation for location theory by assuming consumersbuying at most one unit of one commodity; Chamberlin and Robinsonconsidered a large number of competitors producing slightly different versions ofthe same commodity (thus allowing them to retain somemonopoly power on themarket) and assumed that consumers had convex preferences over the set of varieties.Stackelberg (1934) considered a sequential timing in the firms" decisions,thus incorporating the idea of commitment. According to the structure-conductperformance approach, an industry's performance (the success of an industry in producing benefits for the consumer) depends on the conduct of its firms, which then depends on the structure (factors that determine the competitiveness of the market). The structure of the industry then depends on basic conditions, such as technology and demand for a product. For example: in an industry with technology that the average cost of ISSN: 2393 -9125 www.internationaljournalssrg.org Page 26 production falls as output increases, the industry tends to have one firm, or possibly a small number of firms.
IV. INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION
There are different approaches to the subject. One approach is descriptive in providing an overview of industrial organization, such as measures of competition and the size-concentrationof firms in an industry.
A second approach uses microeconomic models to explain internal firm organization and market strategy, which includes internal research and development along with issues of internal reorganization and renewal. A third aspect is oriented to public policy as toregulation. antitrust,and, more generally, the economic governance of law in defining property rights, enforcing contracts, and providing organizational infrastructure.
The extensive use of game theory in industrial economics has led to the export of this tool to other branches of microeconomics, such as behavioral economics and corporate finance. Industrial organization has also had significant practical impacts on antitrust law andcompetition policy. 
B. Market Structures
The common market structures studied in this field are the following: 1.Perfect competition 2.Monopolistic competition 3.Duopoly 4.Oligopoly 5.Oligopsony 6.Monopoly 7.Monopsony
C. Areas of Study
Industrial organization investigates the outcomes of these market structures in environments with  Price discrimination  Product differentiation  Durable goods  Experience goods  Secondary markets, which can affect the behaviour of firms in primary markets.  Signalling, such as warranties and advertising.  Mergers and acquisitions Such as transaction costs, limited information, and barriers to entry of new firms that may be associated with imperfect competition. It analyzes determinants of firm and market organization and behavior as between competition and monopoly, including from government actions.Industrial organization is the field of economics that builds on the theory of the firm in examining the structure of, and boundaries between, firms and markets.Industrial organization adds to the perfectly competitivemodel real-world frictions. 
V. DATA ANALYSIS

VI. ECONOMIC INFRASTRUCTURE OF THE
DISTRICT The human resources available in the district not only provideslabour force for under taking economic activities but also serves as a market for the industrial produce. Since about 144 Kms of the Arabian sea coast borders Uttara Kannada District, fisheries has been the mainstay of the district economy. Development of Tadri Port and Railway Line connecting Ankola&Hubli will help in total economic development of the District.
A. Roads and transport
The west coast Highway N.H. 
C. Ports and air ports
14 Minor and Small ports of which Karwar, Belekeri, Bhatkal and Honnavar are very important as they provide good potential for the development of trade and Industries particularly Marine Based Industries. The Karwar port being one of the best natural harbours, is being upgraded under Port Development Project and on its completion will offer better and increased berthing and docking facilities to large sea faring vessels. The port has considerable potential for the movement of the container cargo as it i! § found to be logistically viable. The state Govt. has decided to start container handling facility at the port. 
E. Power
Uttara Kannada is known for power generation. The district is blessed with good hydro power potential. The kali Hydro electric project is being developed in three stages to generate 1640 mw. Of power. Under the first stage installed capacity of 910mw, has been developed at a cost of Rs.460.47 crore. Kaiga Atomic Power Project with an installed capacity of 4 x 235 mw. is under implementation. In this Atomic Power Project Two generators of 235 mw.are in operation. Kadra Dam Power House is being developed in three stages to generate 1.50 mw. of power which is fully operational. Three more power projects have been proposed in the private sector in the district with a capacity of 160 mw. 14 towns and 2306 villages have been electrified in the district.
F. Education
There are 2162 Primary Schools, 234 High Schools, 28 Junior Colleges, 20 Colleges, 2 TCH Schools, 3 C. P. Ed. Schools, 13 Polytechnics, 6 ltis, One law College and One Engineering College in the District. Besides these there are 107 Libraries.
G. Credit facilities and finance
The most important factor for setting up of any industry is provision of credit facilities. 
I. Water supply
Since the District receives good rain fall, availability of ground water is goo and five important rivers are flowing through the District, there is no dearth o water for industrial development in the District. At present the requirement o water for Karwar&Ankola Town is being met by water pumping plant set at Agasu by K.U.W.S. &S.Board.
VII. CONTEMPORARY INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION 1 WHAT:
The study of imperfect competition and strategic interaction 2 HOW: -Build on game theory foundation -Derive empirically testable propositions -Econometric estimates of relations predicted by theory 3 WHY: -Motivated largely by antitrust concerns -Also interest in private solutions to inefficient market outcomes "The field of industrial organization emerged after the establishment of national markets in manufacturedgoods at the turn of the century. These national markets had two important distinguishingcharacteristics: (i) products were differentiated and (ii) often there were only a few relatively largesuppliers. These features suggest that the theory of perfect competition, which assumes homogeneousproducts and large numbers of small buyers and sellers is inapplicable. In general we would expectthat markets in which there are only a few firms or markets in which products are differentiatedwill be characterized by firms that are price makers, not the price takers of the perfectly competitivemodel."
The descriptive approach: providing an overview of industrial organization, such as measures of competition and the size-concentration of firms in an industry.
The usage of microeconomic models: explain internal firm organization and market strategy. As to strategicfirm interaction, non-cooperative game theory has become the standard unifying method of analysis.
The orientation to public policy as to economic regulation and antitrust law The development of industrial organization as a separate field owes much to Edward Chamberlin, Edward S. Mason, and Joe S. Bain.
Read carefully different concepts of industrial organization and write a short presentation on the new industrial organization and its distinguishing features. an approach used to analyze the relation among market performance, market conduct, and market structure. It indicates that market structure determines the market conduct, and thereby sets the level of market performance. Working backward, we find that market performance is determined by market conduct, which in return depends on market structure.
VIII. COMPONENTS OF THE STRUCTURE
Economists are especially interested in studying the SCP paradigm because they think that seller concentration affects the industry"s social performance. The economic theorists express that effect in terms of higher profits earned by the monopoly. On the other hand, Industrial Organization economists express the effect in terms of locative inefficiency.
However, economists who use the Structure Conduct Performance (SCP) approach disagree on the emphases that they give to each of the three elements. Some give market structure and market conduct an equal importance in determining market performance. Others argue that market conduct is largely determined by market structure, hence, market performance depends heavily on market structure, and that leads them to pay little attention to market conduct.Market Structure Conduct and Performance framework was derived from the neo-classical analysis of markets.
X. INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICSDEALS WITH THE STUDY OF THEBEHAVIOUR OF FIRMS IN THE MARKET
The field as a separate area within microeconomicsappears after the so-called monopolistic competition revolution, linked tothe names of Mason (1939) and Bain (1949 Bain ( , 1956 ) ("Harvard tradition"). Barriersto entry was the central concept giving rise to market power. The approachis essentially motivated by stylized facts arising from an empirical tradition seekinghow the structural characteristics of an industry determine the behavior ofits producers that, in turn, yields market performance. This framework of analysisis the Structure-ConductPerformance paradigm (Scherer (1970) ; Schmalensee (1989); Martin (2002)).
This paradigm dominated the evolution of the field for three decades. Duringthese years research was mainly discursive and informal and independent ofthe formal microeconomic analysis of imperfect markets. Basically, the SCP provideda general framework allowing the implementation of public policies fromempirical regularities observed in many industries. The early seventies witnesseda major revolution in the analysis, leading to the so-called "new industrial economics". FollowingMartin (2002), three factors are behind this evolution. (i)the conclusions of the formal microeconomic models are not qualitatively differentfrom those of the SCP paradigm.; (ii) empirical economists held that marketstructure should be treated as endogenous rather than exogenous with respect toconduct and performance. This raised the need for a theoretical foundation of theeconometric models (to be found in the microeconomic models of oligopoly); (iii)last but not least, the application of game theory to the modeling of oligopolisticinteraction provided the definite element to replace the SCP paradigm and placeOligopoly Theory(understood as the analysis of strategic interactions being central to the determination of market performance) and the standing methodology.
Oligopoly -market situation between, and much more common than, perfect competition (having many suppliers) and monopoly (having only one supplier). In oligopolistic markets, independent suppliers (few in numbers and not necessarily acting in collusion) can effectively control the supply, and thus the price, thereby creating a seller's market. They offer largely similar products, differentiated mainly by heavy advertising and promotional expenditure, and can anticipate the effect of one another's marketing strategies. Examples include airline, automotive, banking, and petroleum markets.
Oligopsony -market situation where presence of few buyers and many suppliers creates a buyer's market. The Market structure consists of the relatively stable features of the market environment that influence rivalry among the buyers and sellers operating within this market. The main elements that influence market structure are, seller concentration, product differentiation, barriers to entry, barriers to exit, buyer concentration, and the growth rate of market demand. Other elements of market structure exist, but they are usually unstable and therefore ignored either because they can"t be measured or because they are hard to observe. 
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